SWAGTRON Sweeps the Off-Road Hoverboard Category As the No. 1 Off-Road Choice For 2017 From
Choose Wheels
IRVINE, Calif., July 25, 2017 /PRNewswire-iReach/ -- Independently operated reviewing authority,
Choose Wheels, recently named the SWAGTRON T6 hoverboard 2017's Best Off-Road Hoverboard.
Choose Wheels evaluated a variety of factors, including affordability and maximum speed, in an overall
scoring system with a maximum rating of 5 stars
The SWAGTRON T6 self-balancing scooter was awarded 5/5 stars. The T6 is designated the most
affordable off-road hoverboard at a price of $449, and bests its competition with a max speed of 12
miles per hour. Released earlier this fiscal year, the T6 is SWAGTRON's newest model to hit physical and
virtual shelves. SWAGTRON's T6 all-terrain hoverboard easily carries the most weight out of almost any
board on the market, able to hold riders up to 420lbs. The T6 is also smart device compatible, able to
connect to Android or iOS via Bluetooth, with an accompanying app available for download.
"We are extremely pleased to have been chosen as Choose Wheel's best pick for the 2017 Off-Road
Hoverboard," says Mr. Jeff Lawrence, SWAGTRON's Marketing Manager. "We deliver our riders the best
quality rideables and are proud to be recognized for our team's efforts."
During the review, Choose Wheels points out that the UL certification as a major purchasing bonus,
ensuring consumers' peace of mind as to the T6's battery and charging safety. SWAGTRON was one of
the first hoverboard manufacturers on the scene to deliver UL2772 certification and its hoverboards are
the only ones that include the patented SentryShield® battery casing system, which provides riders
confidence in their boards.
With 10-inch inflatable tires capable of rolling across sand and gravel terrain, riders are no longer limited
to the sidewalk – the T6 easily outranks all other off-roading hoverboards in its category. The heavy-duty
tires and durable frame enables the T6 to tackle inclines up to 30-degrees - competing products typically
can only handle 20-degrees. Able to climb over virtually anything you put in its path, the T6 has quickly
become the top pick of many reviewers for best new hoverboard of 2017.
SWAGTRON is a global market leader providing innovative electronic rideable solutions such as
hoverboards, electric skateboards, and eBikes geared to make short-distance travel much easier and
more enjoyable.
About SWAGTRON
SWAGTRON is the fastest growing name in hoverboards and electric rideables, having evolved as the
forefront brand in its category.
In June of 2016, SWAGTRON was celebrated for being one of the first brands of electric rideables on the
scene to offer certification by Underwriters Laboratories (UL), an independent consumer product safety
company. UL certification is recognized in over 45 different countries. Every SWAGTRON e-product is
tested and approved according to UL standards.

SWAGTRON continues to offer consumers innovative rideable products this year, including the electric
skateboard and brand new e-bike designs.
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